
Trouble Shooting

If there is any problem about our item during use, don't worry about it. Let's check it according to
below steps.

1. Empty all the bluetooth name on your mobile phone, turn off the bluetooth of you phone.

2. Now you put both earbuds into the case, at this time charge the case at the same time,
toosee if both earbuds can charge normally or not.

If the indicators on both earbuds is red, that means they are charging.

If the earbuds are not charging normally,you may find the led indicator has no light or flash red
or blue or the led display won’t show normally, there are two reasons as below:

Reason 1: the charging case over-release power, when we plug the charging cable, we find the
led display won't show immediately. Please keep waiting 15 minutes , the led display will show
later.

Reason 2: that may be caused by poor connection between charging contacts of earbuds and the
charging pin of the charging case. The poor connection may be caused by the dirt or sweat or
else on the surface of the charging contact or oxidized magnet connector. You can handle this
problem by using alcohol rag to clean the magnet connector on earbuds and charging case. Have

When the earbud is charging, the light is red.

Once the earbud is fully charged, the light is off.



a try please.

3.After the earbuds are fully charged, then take earbuds out of the case, at this time,don't open
the bluetooth of your phone. Let's check if both earbuds can pair successfully（If one is flash blue
and red, another flash blue , they get paired with each other, enter tws mode. ）.

4. If they can’t get paired with each other, quick-press 2 times or 4 times on each earbud, when
you hear a voice prompt “du du” from each earbud, that means the earbud get reset, then put
them back the case , after 10 seconds, take them out, look at their led indicators, wait for a while

Flash red and blue
alternatively

Flash blue
slowy



until they get paired with each other.

5. Then open the bluetooth of phone, search T17 to connect. If connect successfully, both
earbuds' light will be off. Play music to check if both earbuds have sound.

Note: if only one earbud works, please check if another earbud has enough battery or not, then
reset both earbuds, put them back to the case, after some seconds, empty the bluetooth list of
your mobile phone, turn off the bluetooth of mobile phone, then according to above steps
reboot both earbuds.

We have two versions of reset, one is “quick press 2 times on each silver button”, another version is
“quick press 4 times on each silver button”. When you hear dudu voice prompt, get reset.



Each earbud can be used dependently. How to do ?
Each earbud can be connected to two different devices separately at mono
mode. Steps as below:
1. Empty the T17 from the bluetooth lists of your devices, turn off the bluetooth
of your devices.
2. Take out one earbud firstly, quick-press 5times on silver button of the earbud,
the led indicator of earbud is red light. That means it enters mono mode.

3. Take out another earbud , quick-press 5times on silver button of the earbud,
the led indicator of earbud is red light. That means it enters mono mode.
4. Open the bluetooth of mobile phone A, search T17, click to connect, at this
time, one earbud is connected to mobile phone A
5. Open the bluetooth of mobile phone B, search T17, click to connect, at this
time, another earbud is connected to mobile phone A
6. Use both mobile phones to play music, check which earbud is connected to
mobile phone A or B.

How to recover tws mode from mono mode?
1. Empty the T17 from the bluetooth lists of your devices, turn off the bluetooth
of your devices.
2. Put both earbuds back into charging case, after a while, take out both
earbuds out of the charging case, look at their led indicators. If one flashes blue
and red alternatively, another flashes blue slowly, that means both earbuds get
paired with each other, they enter tws mode.
3. Turn on the bluetooth of one mobile phone, search T17 to connect.


